
Day  10 BUTTERFLY motif   
De’VIA 28 Day Challenge  
 

 
David Call 
“Deaf Metamorphosis” 
drawing, soon linocut 
Description:  Image shows a Deaf person get rebirth as a Deaf person after he 
discovered and embraced Deaf identity. He is struggling to get out of butterfly pupa 
and soon to fly free as a new Deaf person. 
 



 
David Call 
Flight of the Deaf Soul 
Graphite, Color pencil (Prismacolor) 
 
 

 
Heather Callihan 
Sleep Sound  
Mixed Media on Wood 



Description:  A butterfly rests on the mushroom next to the girl asleep in her silent 
dream 
 

 
Patti Durr 
Flight not fright 
Acrylic 
20 x 16  
Butterfly motif, Day 10 
Description:  our daughter had painted the basics of a leopards face on this white 
canvas just use black paint then she abandoned it. later she told me i could use the 
canvas. i can never have anything go to waste. last week when we started the De'VIA 
challenge Feb month - i was looking at the canvas asking it what it wanted to 
become and it said a spotted butterfly with eyes so i kinda did a wee bit of painting 
on it from time to time when i would have left over paint out from the other canvas 
work i had done (see i cant let anything go to waste. and i kinda thought it was done 
and when i came home today i was EXHAUSTED and thought ill just take a pix of it 
and post it up with an explanation that it was done last week. instead i fell asleep at 
7 pm and and woke up at 9 pm (yes i am OLD!) so when i woke up i went to take a 
pix of it and it said "NOT DONE" ha - art can be so greedy so i went to my paints and 
said hmmm purple and and it said NO RED so i said OK you win. (im kinda thinking 
purple would have been more harmonious but methink it picked red to signify that 
part of our metamorphosis is overcoming our fears. sometimes we have been hurt 
and the instinct to fight back or to flee away when we really need to just be firm 
with love so we can jump at the sun and take proper flight is very real so methink 
the red is real and fitting. 
 



 
Bethaney Hall 
"Deaf Metamorphosis" 
8.5 by 11 drawing paper, black ink & watercolor 
Description:  Going to Gallaudet University was a profound experience for me. It's 
where I found my "deaf spirit". While I like the concept of what I did here I feel I 
should explore this some more. 
 

 
Takiyah Harris 
Butterfly  
"The Ear Butterfly feels peaceful after the coffee with eye pushed other coffee with 
the sound devices away" 
Mixed Art 
10 by 8 
 



 

 
Hinda Kasher 
Follow the Glowing Butterfly 
Joy Paint app 
2015 
 
 

 
Ellen Mansfield 
“Rose Butterfly” 
 
 



 
Ken McBroom 
Synchronized Flight 
Collage 
 
 

 
Roberta Merrill 
Butterfly motif 
 



 
Laurie Rose Monahan 
"Deaf Butterfly" 
Illustration/Linocut print  
 
 

 
Stevie Gemmill Naeyaert 
Butterfly 
Description:  Red-Orange background. Two hands - one in teal and the other in 
yellow. Boxy shaped. With ASL Write symbol for open hand on top of both hands. 
Squiggly lines from thumbs for antennas. ASL Sign for Butterfly. 
 



 
Vicki Nordquist 
ABC story 
"A Message to Deaf Children of the World" 
(video) 
 

 
Brenda Pond 
Title: Reaching the Ladder to the Moon/Sun  
[Day 14 plus other motifs combined. 
Ladder, butterfly, door, tree affirmative ‘] 
Media: Acrylic Paint 
Description:  Nothing will stop you from reaching up higher! 
 
 



 
Nancy Rourke 
Cocoon Child 
size 11 inch by 14 inch 
oil on canvas 
Description:  This painting is inspired by Clayon Valli's poem "Cocoon Child." This is 
really somewhat a liberation art because it started with a Deaf child inside a cocoon, 
protecting herself. She comes in and out of the cocoon, with threads all over, and 
finally out of the cocoon, she becomes a butterfly, a true self and the wings are free. I 
made this painting to be a metamorphosis, to start with a cocoon being unidentified, 
and coming out of the cocoon, white scribbled threads are everywhere and that is 
the "Deafhood" stage and into a journey, a butterfly flies away. So, this painting is an 
affirmative art. 
 



 
Paul Scearce 
Title: Deaf Metamorphosis 
Media: Photoshop 
 
 

 
Tiffany Slieff 



"Life is Vulnerable" 
Ceramic clay, acrylic paint, a butterfly item 
around 1 foot by 9 inches 
2008 
Description:   I don't know where I belong to but inside of my own cocoon in the 
hearing world, which represents introversion. The struggle has been gone for years 
by trying to prevent people from getting rid of my extraversion. This was made back 
in 2008, and the butterfly represented my graduation and my openness as a leader 
for other deaf students to get the counseling improved. Later on, today, parental 
butterflies just left me as a baby, and I had to build my own cocoon all over again. 
Finding my art back and going to be graduated from the college are more likely 
opening my cocoon again. Its cycle will never stop, though. 

 
Tiffany Slieff 
"Hope" 
Mixed Media: cutting paper and pencil 
2 feet by 4 feet 
Winter 2010 
Description: My artwork is reflected by Georgia O'Keeffe's one of feminist artworks 
called, "Pattern of Leaves." Stood in front of this artwork in Phillips Collection in 
Washington D.C., to my own interpretation, the tear represented my scar but still yet 
there was a gold of light in the middle of burgundy leaf. Its considered as a hope, so 
does my symbolism as a butterfly. I was surrounded by uniform grey leaves, no 
recognition. I allowed hearing people to dye me gray with a full of scars until the day 
of self-determination..No more gray background. I had enough with an absorbent, 
and I left myself as a gray scar but got to learn from it to regrow my hope once again. 
 
 



 
Diane A Squires 
'Decision' (For parents) 
iPad - ArtRage3 
two motifs:  10. Butterfly - Affirmative 
11. Jigsaw Puzzle - Resistance 
 


